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NEW
FEATU
RE!
Have you thought about the air you
breathe lately?  Most people are concerned
about the air they breathe outside. Much
effort and money is spent cleaning up
pollution in the outdoor air. However, people
spend 90 percent of their time indoors, often
at home. Many times the indoor air contains
more pollutants than the outside air. Biologi-
cal pollutants promote poor indoor air
quality and may cause health problems, days
off from school or work, and trips to the
doctor or even the hospital. These pollutants
are or were living organisms. Common
indoor biological pollutants are:
 animal dander (minute scales from hair,
feathers or skin)
 dust mite and cockroach parts
 fungi (molds)
 infectious agents (bacteria or viruses)
 pollen
Even a spotless home may permit the
growth of biological pollutants. Nutrients
and moisture are two conditions essential
for biological growth.
Modern materials and construction
techniques may reduce the amount of
outside air brought into buildings. This can
result in higher moisture levels. Using
humidifiers, unvented heaters and air
conditioners in our homes has increased the
chances of moisture forming on interior
surfaces.
Since everyone is exposed to biological
pollutants, the effects on our health depends
on the pollutant and the individual person.
Allergic reactions may be the most common
health problem associated with poor indoor
air quality in homes. These reactions can
range from mildly uncomfortable to life-
threatening, such as an asthma attack. Some
common signs and symptoms are:
 watery eyes
 runny nose and sneezing
 nasal congestion
 itching
 coughing
 wheezing and difficulty breathing
 headaches
 fatigue.
If you feel better outside than inside,
you may have pollutants causing some of
these problems.
Checking Your Home
Does your home have any of these
problems? (See figure above). Take a tour
of your home.
Dust and construction materials, such
as wood, wallboard and insulation, contain
nutrients that allow biological pollutants to
grow.
Firewood is also a source of moisture,
fungi and bugs. Appliances such as humidi-
fiers, kerosene or gas heaters, and gas
stoves add moisture to the air. A musty odor,
moisture on hard surfaces and water stains
may be caused by air conditioning units,
basements, attics and crawl spaces, bath-
rooms, carpets, heating and air-conditioning
ducts, humidifiers and dehumidifiers and
refrigerator and freezer drip pans. Cleaning
and proper maintenance of these items and
places in the home can decrease the prob-
lems of pollutants.
Use dehumidifiers and air conditioners
to reduce moisture in the air but be sure
they do not become a source of pollutants.
Follow manufactures directions for cleaning
humidifiers and dehumidifiers. Clean
refrigerator drip pans regularly. Change
furnace filters often. Use exhaust fans in
bathrooms and kitchens to remove moisture
to the outside.
Be sure crawl spaces are well venti-
lated. Fix any leaks or water seepage. Have
all major appliances, such as furnaces, heat
pumps and central air conditions inspected
and cleaned regularly by a professional.
Controlling dust is very important for
people who may be allergic to animal dander
and mites. Always wash bedding in hot
water to kill dust mites. Clean rooms and
1. Dirty air conditioners
2. Dirty humidifiers and/or dehumidifiers
3. Bathroom without vents or windows
4. Kitchen without vents or windows
5. Dirty refrigerator drip pans
6. Laundry room with unvented dryer
7. Unventilated attic
Lorene Bartos
Extension Educator
Check Your Home for
Biological Pollutants
8. Carpet on damp basement floor
9. Bedding
10. Closet on outside wall
11. Dirty heating/air conditioning system
12. Dogs or cats
13. Water damage (around windows, the roof
or the basement)
closets well, dust and vacuum often to
remove surface dust.
A healthy home results in healthy people.
Source: The American Lung Association and the U.S.
Consumer Product Safety Commission.
Where Biological Pollutants May Be Found in the Home
OCTOBER IS HEALTHY INDOOR
AIR AWARENESS MONTH.
Improve the environment you live in
by taking steps to reduce the
opportunity for biological pollutants
to grow in your home.
Garden
Guide
Things to do this month
Plant spring flowering bulbs.
Cut down stems and foliage of herbaceous perennials after
two or three hard frosts and when leaves begin to brown.
Dig and bring in cannas, dahlias and gladiolus. Dry, clean
and store in a cool location free from frost.
After several hard frosts add mulch to your perennial flower
garden. A one inch layer of straw or chopped leaves will help
conserve soil moisture and protect the root system.
When deciding on new trees or shrubs to plant around your
home, remember to select varieties that will fit the location
when they are at their mature height. This will greatly reduce
pruning and other maintenance in the future.
Pick bagworms from evergreen shrubs. This will eliminate
the spring hatch from over wintered eggs.
Remove leaves from lawn to reduce lawn problems.
Compost or shred and use them for mulch.
Fall is the time to control broadleaf weeds in the lawn, such
as white clover, dandelion and ground ivy.
Make a note of any particularly productive or unsatisfactory
varieties of vegetables that you planted this year. Such
information can be very useful when planning next years
garden.
Remove any diseased or insect infested plant material from
your garden, it may harbor over wintering stages of disease
or insect pests. If you leave this plant material in your
garden, you are leaving diseases and insects which will
begin to reproduce again next spring and add to next years
pest problem.
Cure pumpkins, butternut and hubbard squash at tempera-
tures between 70 to 80° F for two or three weeks immedi-
ately after harvest. After curing, store them in a dry place at
55 to 60° F.
Use dried herbs to make fragrant wreaths and dried flower
arrangements.
Clean up the orchard and small fruit plantings. Sanitation is
essential for good maintenance. Dried fruits or mummies
carry disease organisms through the winter to attack next
years crop.
Nut trees are a fine addition to the home landscape. They
may accent the house, provide shade in the summer and
even become a food source.
Christmas cactus need special care now to get its beautiful
flowers this December. Buds will form at 50 to 60° F or if the
plant is exposed to at least 13 hours of complete darkness
each night.
Fall is an excellent time for taking soil samples in your lawn
and garden. Soil tests will measure the pH of the soil,
organic matter content and the levels of some of the major
elements required for plant growth, such as phosphorus
and potassium. (MJF)
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Hardy bulbs provide early
bloom in flower gardens.
Growing them successfully
requires a knowledge of life
cycle, cultural requirements and
use. The term hardy refers to
their ability to withstand low
winter temperatures and bloom
year after year.
A true bulb is defined as a
modified, underground stem,
usually surrounded by scale like,
modified leaves, and containing
stored food for the shoots
enclosed within. The scales are
held together by a hardened stem
tissue, known as the basal plate,
which is located at the base of the
bulb. Tulip, daffodil and hya-
cinth are examples of true bulbs.
Crocus, thought by many to be a
bulb, is actually a corm. This is
a mass of fleshy tissue with a
bud on the top surface. This
tissue disintegrates as the stored
food is used to produce roots
and shoots; a new corm forms
on top of the old one. Bulbs and
corms are living structures and
require careful handling even
while in a dormant state.
In general, hardy bulbs
produce foliage and blooms in
the spring. They are dormant
during the summer months. Low
Now that the end of the
growing season is near, it is time
to do the garden cleanup work.
While this chore may seem like
busy-work to some, it is impor-
tant to mention the disease and
insect prevention purpose of this
task. The hours and labor spent
now may be more than paid
back by fewer problems in the
next growing season.
The garden cleanup really
has four parts: complete removal
of old garden plants that have
had disease or insects, searching
for and removal of all rotten or
After a successful garden
season, you may have vegetables
you would like to store until you
are ready to use them.  Here are
suggestions to help store your
vegetables properly.
Carrots: Trim carrot tops
to one inch. Layer unwashed
carrots in a container of moist
sand.  Carrots can be stored in a
cool place, 35 to 40° F for 4-5
months.
Onions: Store cured onions
in a dry location at 35 to 40° F.
Potatoes: Cure fresh dug
potatoes 1 to 2 weeks in a dark,
dry location at 50 to 60° F. Store
cured potatoes in a dark location
at 40° F for 5 to 6 months.
Sweet potatoes: Cure fresh
dug sweet potatoes at 80 to 85°
F for 10 days. Store cured
sweet potatoes in a dry, dark
location at 55 to 60° F for 4 to 6
months.
Turnips: Trim turnip tops to
one inch. Layer unwashed
turnips in a container of moist
sand. Turnips can be stored in a
cool place, 35 to 40° F for 4 to
5 months.
Winter squash: Cure vine
ripen winter squash for 10 days
at 80 to 85° F and high humidity.
temperatures are required to
break dormancy so growth may
resume in fall and early winter.
Good quality bulbs produce
good blooms. Usually the larger
the bulb, the better it will bloom.
Bulbs should be firm, heavy, and
in good condition. The skin
should be smooth, of good color
and free from injury. The basal
plate must be intact.
Bulbs can be obtained from
many sources in the fall. The
best time to plant hardy bulbs is
late September until late October.
Choose a planting site in full sun.
Soil of a medium sandy-loam
texture is ideal because it
provides good drainage. If soil is
a heavy clay, add organic
material such as peat moss or
compost. Raised beds also
provide good drainage. Work soil
12 inches deep and incorporate
three pounds of a complete
fertilizer, such as a 5-10-10 per
100 square feet as you are
preparing the soil.
Planting depths will vary.
Plant hyacinths six inches deep;
tulips six to eight inches and
daffodils six to eight inches
deep. Smaller bulbs, like crocus,
are planted shallower, approxi-
mately three inches deep. Large
bulbs should be spaced four to
six inches apart; small bulbs one
to two inches. For a greater
effect, plant in clumps or
irregular masses rather than
singly. Once planted, water the
bulbs well and add one or two
inches of mulch.
In the spring, when bulb
foliage has emerged one or two
inches, remove excess mulch
and pull any weeds. Water is
needed especially during bud and
foliage growth. If rainfall is
insufficient, apply additional
water. As bulbs finish blooming,
remove faded blooms to elimi-
nate seed set which reduces bulb
growth. Maintain foliage for six
weeks for good bulb growth and
to guarantee bloom the following
season. Allow foliage to die
down naturally. Foliage can be
removed when it is yellowed,
fallen over and comes loose
when slightly pulled. (MJF)
Growing Hardy Bulbs
diseased fruits that may have
fallen, turning back into the soil
all crop residue from plants that
have been harvested but did not
die from diseases or pests, and
mixing all organic mulches from
garden areas where it is no
longer needed. Trellises and
stakes that are no longer needed
can be taken out, cleaned and
stored for next year.
Some gardeners may leave
this cleanup for the whole
garden until the last fall vegetable
has been harvested or worse yet,
until just before next springs
planting. It is a good idea to
clean up each garden area when
it is finished even though other
parts of the garden are still
producing fall crops.
Crop residues from healthy
plants are a valuable source of
organic matter, which most of
our soils need. This term is used
for all portions of plants left over
after harvest: stems, stubble,
mulch and root residues. These
materials can be cut up and put
on your compost pile. (MJF)
Time for Garden Cleanup
Store mature, cured winter
squash in a dry location at 55° F
for 2 to 6 months. Acorn squash
will keep well in a dry place at
45° F for 35 to 40 days.  Do not
cure acorn squashes before
storing them.
For more information about
storing other vegetables or
fruits, please refer to NebGuide,
Storing Fresh Fruits and
Vegetables (G95-1264). This
publication is available at your
local extension office. Storing
your vegetables properly will
insure that you will have good
quality produce to enjoy in the
months ahead. (MJF)
Storing Vegetables
Proper storage conditions
are needed for fruits that are
not consumed immediately
after harvest. The key to good
storage is in controlling the
temperature and relative
humidity of the storage area.
For fruits such as apples,
grapes and pears, store them
in cool temperatures at 32 to
40° F and moist conditions at
90 to 95 percent relative
humidity.
Select containers for
storage that have smooth inner
surfaces. Baskets, melon
crates or boxes are suitable.
Line these containers with
aluminum foil to help retain
moisture.
Apples and pears will
likely last through the fall and
winter if stored properly.
Apples should be harvested
firm and ripe to insure the
longest storage possible.
Harvest pears when they
are full sized but still green
and hard. Pears ripen quickly
at 60 to 65° F.
Grapes will usually keep
for one or two months.
Grapes should be stored alone
because they pick up odors of
other fruits and vegetables.
(MJF)
Hints for Fruit Storage
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Horticulture
Information Ce
nter
NUFACTS
24 hours a day
, 7 days a wee
k
1-800-832-5441
; or
441-7188 in the
 Lincoln area
To listen to a NU
FACTS informa
tion center mes
sage, call the
number above o
n a touch-tone 
phone, then ent
er a three-digit
number listed b
elow. Call 441-7
180 to receive a
 brochure with
all the NUFACT
S message topi
cs.
      NUFACTS
119 Powdery
 Mildew on Orn
amentals
113 Pine Ne
edle Drop
122 Fall Wa
tering
143 What to
 do with Leaves
157 Winter R
ose Care
170 Spring B
ulb Forcing
194 Fall Law
n Care
199 Fertilizin
g Lawns
236 Strawbe
rry Winter Care
241 Fruit Sto
rage
266 Compos
ting
291 Soil Test
ing
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Nebraska is a terrific place
to discover the joys of learning
about birds. You can start a
bird feeding program anytime
and results will vary with the
seasons. For winter feeding, it
is a good idea to have your
feeders up now. Chickadees,
downy woodpeckers and
other birds are looking for
winter feeding areas. And,
food will be available to birds
migrating through the area.
Place feeders where they
are protected by winds and
predators. Choose locations
where birds can avoid collid-
ing with windows if they are
startled and fly away from the
feeders. Try putting your
feeder in a somewhat open
area but within about 10 feet
of cover like bushes or trees.
The birds will be able to see
predators (like the neighborhood
cat), and still use the shrubs and
trees to avoid strong winds or
hide from overhead predators
like hawks.
There are many types of
bird feeders. You can purchase
them or make simple feeders at
home using recycled materials.
Use feeders that protect the
seeds from rain and snow, are
easy to fill and clean, and have a
way to dispense the seed so you
dont have as much spillage.
Some seed that falls to the
ground is okay because birds
like juncos prefer to feed on the
ground.
A variety of feeders and
foods placed in various locations
around your home help provide
for the greatest diversity of birds
and reduces competition at the
feeders. Small hanging feeders
attract chickadees, finches and
nuthatches. Feeders placed low
to the ground attract birds like
juncos and native sparrows.
According to Scott
Hygnstrom and Dallas Virchow,
UNL wildlife specialists, West
Nile virus, Lyme disease,
tularemia, rabies, hantavirus and
monkeypox are similar in that
they are all diseases that occur in
both animals and people. Scien-
tists refer to these diseases as
zoonoses. Of the 1,709
infectious organisms known to
cause diseases in humans, nearly
half are zoonotic.
Some diseases, such as
rabies, are typically cyclic, with
incidences being extremely low
during some periods and high
during others. For example,
from 1992 to 2002, fewer than
five skunks tested positive for
rabies each year in Nebraska.
However, rabies among skunks
now is at a 20-year high with 57
skunks testing positive so far
this year.
Other zoonotic diseases,
such as West Nile virus, which
is new to Nebraska, may result
in more animal fatalities during
the first several years after it
shows up. Animals tend to
develop resistance to the disease
over time, so fewer fatalities
may occur in subsequent years.
While certain factors, such
as geography, occupation, age,
health status and level of outdoor
Hedge Apples:
Not a Good
Insect
Repellent
How many hedge
apples are needed to keep
stored grain pests out of a
grain bin? Someone actually
called the extension office
with this question a few
years ago.
The belief about the use
of hedge apples as an insect
repellent is widespread and
persistent. It is claimed that
placing hedge apples around
the foundation or inside the
basement will repel or
control insects.
The truth: Iowa State
University toxicologists
have chemically extracted
compounds from hedge
apples. When concentrated,
these compounds repel
insects. But, these research-
ers also found that the
normal concentration of
these compounds in the
fruit was too low to be an
effective repellent.
One homeowner
reported she found the
source of an Indian meal
moth infestation in a bag of
hedge apples she had in her
basement to keep spiders
away. So, we dont recom-
mend hedge apples as an
insect repellent for grain
bins. (BPO)
Last Household
Hazardous Waste
Collection!
Cleaning your garage and dont know what to do
with those unwanted pesticides and solvents? If you live
in Lancaster County, you are in luck. Bring them to the
last Household Hazardous Waste collection:
Saturday, November 8, 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
State Fair Park, 4-H Youth Complex
Items you can bring for disposal:
 Heavy metals: items containing mercury such as
thermometers and thermostats.
 Solvents: mineral spirits, turpentine, paint strippers
and thinners, oil-based paints, varnishes, stains,
polishes and waxes.
 Pesticides: weed killers, garden sprays, wood pre-
servatives, roach powder, rat poisons. You may also
bring EPA banned products, like DDT, chlordane,
2,4,5-T, pentachlorophenol, silvex, PCP and Dursban.
 PCBs: Ballasts from old fluorescent fixtures and
capacitors from old appliances including radios,
motors and televisions.
Leave products in their original container and keep
the label intact. Open, leaking or rusted containers
should be placed in a clear plastic bag during transport.
Do not mix chemicals.
Do not bring medicines, explosives or ammunition,
fertilizers, used oil, general household trash, antifreeze
or batteries. For more specific information, call the
Lincoln-Lancaster County Health Department at
441-8040. (BPO)
Solidly mounted, aboveground
feeders attract a large variety of
birds including cardinals,
chickadees, grosbeaks, finches,
woodpeckers and more.
When choosing seeds, think
about the types of birds you
want to attract. Small black oil-
type sunflower seeds are the
most widely preferred bird
seeds. Safflower seeds are
popular with enthusiasts who
report that cardinals, chickadees,
some larger finches, nuthatches
and mourning doves eat saf-
flower seed, but it is not eaten
by less desirable birds like
grackles and starlings so they
may avoid the feeder.
Birds prefer good quality
seeds that are reasonably fresh.
For example: niger thistle seeds
are popular in finch feeders. The
seed is very attractive to finches
when fresh, but they reject it if it
is several months old.
Commercial mixes may be a
convenient way to get started
and are inexpensive. However,
these mixes may not be fresh
and typically contain large
amounts of filler seeds that the
birds waste so they end up not
being an economical choice.
Instead, try mixing your own
seeds or try fresh specialty
mixes available from sources
that specialize in bird feeding
products. Here is a seed combi-
nation that is attractive to a wide
range of desirable backyard
Here are Some Common Backyard Birds
and their Favorite Foods
American Goldfinch: Niger thistle seeds, broken
sunflower hearts, oil-type sunflower seeds
Northern Cardinal: Sunflower seeds (all types),
safflower, cracked corn, millet, unsalted nutmeats, raisins
Black-capped Chickadee: Oil-type sunflower seeds,
cracked unsalted nutmeats, safflower, suet
Dark-eyed Junco: Red or white proso millet, finely
cracked corn, oil-type sunflower seed, unsalted nutmeats
Native Sparrows: Red or white proso millet, oil-type
sunflower seeds, cracked corn, some safflower
Woodpeckers: Suet, unsalted nutmeats, sunflower
seeds, cracked corn
Get Started on Your Winter Bird Feeding Program
activity, may predispose some
people to come in contact with a
zoonotic disease, most people
are safe. Chances of exposure
are low unless you are among
the few people within high risk
groups that work directly with
animals.
Common modes of disease
transmission include contact
with animal body fluids, con-
sumption of infected meat or
indirect contact with contami-
nated air, water or soil. Infec-
tious organisms of many
zoonoses are carried from
animals to people by bites of
insects or ticks. Therefore,
avoiding insect bites and insect-
infested areas can reduce risk.
People can also reduce their
exposure to zoonoses by making
sure pets are vaccinated, keeping
pets away from wildlife and
wearing plastic gloves when
handling dead animals.
Fortunately, most zoonotic
diseases are not life-threatening.
However people should be aware
of the diseases early and late
symptoms, seriousness and
treatment. Despite deaths due to
West Nile and hantavirus,
symptoms produced by most
zoonoses in people are either
mild or effectively treated when
diagnosed early.
People sometimes panic
unnecessarily about these
zoonotic diseases because they
are reported so frequently in the
news. Statistics show that the
risk of infection from life-
threatening zoonoses is very low
compared to other diseases.
Hantavirus cases in the United
States average about 10 per year.
Monkeypox, though new, has 71
cases to date.
Chicken pox, a common
childhood disease, is highly
contagious among humans, but
most people dont think much
about consequences of this
disease. However, before an
effective vaccine was developed
in 1995, about 100 deaths and
4,000 to 9,000 hospitalizations
from chickenpox occurred each
year in the United States. By
comparison, monkeypox has a
low rate of infection via person-
to-person contact and should not
cause people to panic.
The number of deaths
attributable to zoonoses are
lower than those caused by
other common diseases. More
than 200 Omahans died during
the first half of 2003 from
influenza or pneumonia. By
contrast, rabies deaths across
the entire U.S. average less than
one each year. (BPO)
What are Zoonoses?
songbirds:
 50% sunflower seeds
 35% white proso millet
 15% finely cracked corn
Other combinations of
seeds also work well  adjust
them to your own situation
and to the types of birds you
want to attract. You could also
try different types of seeds in
different locations throughout
your yard to see what works
best.
Important  Keep Your
Feeders Clean! Clean your
feeders and disinfect them
occasionally. Use a solution of
one part household bleach to
nine parts water. Rinse well
with clean water and make
sure the feeder is dry before
refilling with fresh seeds.
Periodically sweep or rake
spilled seeds and seed hulls from
under the feeder.
Watch for future NEBLINE
articles with tips and recipes to
help you attract songbirds to
your winter landscape.
Source: UNL NebGuide Backyard Wildlife:
Feeding Birds (G83-669-A) by Ron Johnson,
Extension Wildlife Specialist, available online
at lancaster.unl.edu/enviro/pest/wildlife.htm.
(SC)
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Sept. 2127 was Farm
Safety Week. While this
NEBLINE issue will be mailed
a couple of weeks after
Farm Safety Week, safety
should be foremost in the
minds of farmers and rural
residents at all times,
especially during harvest
season. I routinely receive
farm-related accident
statistics from the Univer-
sity of Nebraska. In the
latest summary which
included data from January
through Aug. 28, 2003, 18
farm-related deaths had
been reported in Nebraska.
It saddens me to read the
brief facts that accompany
these statistics from year to
year. Truck box, greasing,
box fell, pinned; Caught in
auger; crushed when tractor
overturned; crushed when
caught between tractor and
implement; crushed when jack
slipped while working under
machinery; trapped in moving
grain, suffocated; 4W ATV;
checking cattle; rode into
washout hidden by tall grass;
rolled, pinned, found by hus-
band; caught in PTO; tractor run
into by truck on highway.
Most modern tractors have
some form of roll-over protec-
tive structure (ROPS) to protect
the driver in the event of an
overturn. When there are cases
of death or serious injury
reported when operating a ROPS
equipped tractor, it is often the
result of the operator being
thrown from the tractor in the
accident and suffering head
injuries or from being crushed
under the machine. In order to
benefit from ROPS, the operator
must remain inside the protective
structure. More people could be
saved if tractor operators would
wear their seat belt when
operating a ROPS equipped
tractor.
People need to be aware of
the dangers of standing on
moving grain. Every year, people
drown in grain that is being
unloaded from a bin or wagon.
When caught in moving grain, it
can take only five seconds
before an adult is unable to
extricate themself and 20
seconds to be fully engulfed.
Never enter a bin with the
Farmers aged 75 and
older are more than twice as
likely to die on the job than
their younger counterparts,
according to the National
Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health (NIOSH).
NIOSH Statistician Dr. John
Myers reported that farmers
over age 75 had a death rate
of 57 per 100,000, compared
to an overall death rate of 21
per 100,000 for all agricul-
tural workers.
Much of this increased
risk is related to aging and
involves a decrease in sensory
abilities that can impact the
The drone and roar of farm
equipment impairs hearing.
Although there are federal safe
limits for sound levels, ways to
measure them precisely arent
readily available to farmers.
How loud is too loud? If you
can hear your irrigation engine
from a mile away, you should
wear hearing protection when
you check the well.
Hearing loss can be tempo-
rary and return overnight, but
long-term noise can lead to
permanent loss. Excess noise
not only risks losing the sense of
hearing, it aggravates fatigue and
stress and slows reaction time to
hazardous situations. Hearing
should be checked annually and
protective hearing devices worn
as needed.
Federal guidelines for
unloader operating or where the
grain has bridged and never
allow children to climb on trucks
or grain carts that are being, or
are about to be, unloaded.
Speaking of child safety, all-
terrain vehicles should be
considered tools not toys.
Finally, so many times one
reads about passengers, not the
driver, being fatally injured in an
accident. Tractors, combines
and other equipment are no place
for passengers. Passengers,
precariously perched on a
tractors fender, are easily
dislodged when the tractor hits a
bump or the driver makes a
sudden turn. Falls from the
tractor can result in the passen-
ger being run over by the tractor
itself or by a pulled implement.
Sometimes the passenger is
actually part of the cause of an
accident because they interfere
with the drivers ability to react
to an emergency.
By the time this article is
published, harvest will be
underway and we will be into
one of the busiest times of the
year for farmers. Long hours
and dangerous working condi-
tions are accepted as a normal
part of the life of a farmer but
no one should become a statistic
for the sake of getting done a
day or two sooner.
Family members who dont
normally operate machinery are
often recruited to help during
harvest (many times after school
or after returning from off-farm
jobs). Remember these people
can be at increased risk because
of the additive effects of not
being as proficient with machin-
ery as the usual operator,
because of fatigue after a full
days activities off the farm and
because typically they are
working in poor light as the days
get shorter in the fall.
For the rural residents
reading this (high school stu-
dents included) remember to be
watchful on county roads and
highways during harvest. A car
going 50 mph overtaking a
tractor or combine moving at 15
mph closes at a rate of over 50
feet per second. To put this in
Dont Become a Farm Accident Statistic
maximum noise level are 85
decibels at any time. Hearing
protection, such as ear muffs or
ear plugs, should be worn
whenever the noise level ap-
proaches this level. Stuffing
cotton wads in your ears doesnt
protect hearing.
When shopping for protec-
tive equipment to protect
hearing, look for the noise
reduction rating (NRR) number.
The higher the number, the
greater the protection. However,
dont assume the device will
reduce the noise level by the
total amount. For example, an
NRR for a set of ear plugs may
reduce the noise level by only
10-15 decibels, depending on the
predominant frequencies in the
noise source. Noise reduction
effectiveness also may be
Protect Hearing on the Farm
reduced if the device isnt fitted
or worn properly.
Protective ear muffs must
fit the individual, so try them on
for comfort and effectiveness.
They should fit snugly but not
too tight. Brush back hair so the
muffs directly contact ears.
Muffs are most protective when
the strap is over the top of the
head. Test how well the muffs
will work by listening to a loud
noise with them on. If the noise
volume is significantly reduced
and some frequencies eliminated,
they offer some protection.
Ear plugs, on the other
hand, may take some getting
used to. They should fit com-
fortably in the outer ear canal
and not be painful. Some plugs
are rolled and inserted so the
plug expands in the ear. Others
are simply wiggled in. Follow
manufacturer directions for
proper use.
People who hear a continu-
ous roaring or rumbling hours
after the work day ends are at
risk for a hearing loss. Ringing
noises and muffled sounds also
indicate a potential problem.
Remember, too, to reduce
noise at the source. A new
muffler on the tractor will
reduce engine noise. Loose or
missing weather stripping
around cab doors and windows
are noise leaks. Hoods and
panels on newer equipment also
reduce noise and should always
be replaced after maintenance.
Small engines on transfer
pumps, augers and elevators also
should be equipped with ad-
equate mufflers. (TD)
perspective, someone who
takes their eyes off the
road for only three seconds
(long enough to punch a
button on the radio), would
close 150 feet (half the
length of a football field) on
a slow moving farm
machine which might be
just over the next hill.
Recognize that heavily
loaded trucks cant stop as
quickly as a passenger car.
Never pull onto a roadway
assuming a grain truck can
slow down to let you in.
Recognize trucks, com-
bines or tractors may be
entering the roadway from
fields in places where you
wouldnt normally expect
traffic to enter the
roadway.
Headers on combines can be
20 to 30 feet wide and take up
essentially all of a rural roadway.
When meeting or overtaking a
combine, give the farmer time to
see you and to find a place
where he/she can safely pull
over to make room for you to
pass. Never try to pass a
combine or other farm imple-
ment on the shoulder of the road
where you might encounter a
washout or a culvert that can
cause your vehicle to overturn
and never attempt to pass (in
either direction) until the farmer
is aware of your presence. (TD)
safety of older farmers. Vision is
known to be consistent through-
out a persons younger adult life,
but begins to decline by age 60.
Hearing also degrades as
people age. Nearly one-half of
adults have some level of hearing
impairment. Some of this is
normal; however, hearing loss is
also attributed to noise exposure
while working. This is especially
true among farmers, who
experience the highest rate of
hearing loss among all workers.
(TD)
Source: National Safety Council
Fatality Rate Higher for
Senior Farmers
Add Lime
Now for
Next
Springs
Alfalfa
Acidic soil can inhibit
alfalfa growth, but adding
lime now to fields that will
be seeded to alfalfa next
year may improve estab-
lishment and increase
future yields.
Establishing alfalfa
often is difficult because
the soil pH is too low.
Alfalfa grows best in soils
with a neutral pH of about
7. Soils with a pH of 6.2 or
lower become acid and
alfalfa plants grow slowly
and often look yellow.
With a low pH, the
alfalfa roots are unable to
absorb the necessary
nutrients from soil. The
nodules on alfalfa roots,
which convert nitrogen
from the air into nitrogen
the plants can use, also
have difficulty forming and
working effectively in
acidic soils.
Most sandy, low-
organic matter soils, as well
as more heavily textured
soils that have been tilled
and fertilized with nitrogen
for a number of years,
usually become acid. Soil
tests should be done to
determine the pH level. The
acid layer of soil sometimes
is only a few inches deep
so gather a shallow sample
only a couple inches deep
as well as a more normal
seven or eight-inch deep
sample. Test the shallow
sample just for pH, but test
the deeper sample more
thoroughly for phosphorus,
potassium, organic matter,
soil and buffer pH.
If the pH is low, the
soil needs lime to neutralize
the acidity. Neutralization
may take some time, so it is
wise to apply lime at least
four months ahead of
planting alfalfa. Normally,
the recommended amount
of lime is determined using
the buffer pH.
Though adding lime to
soil is costly, it costs much
less than having several
years of low alfalfa yields
or even a complete crop
failure. (TD)
SOURCE: Bruce Anderson, Ph.D.,
forage specialist, NU/IANR
Roll-over protective structures (ROPS) for tractors come in a variety of styles
including this simple two-post design.
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There are certain basic
fundamentals in the care of tires
that should be followed carefully
to make them last as long as
possible. First and most impor-
tant is to maintain proper
pressure for the work at hand.
Your best guide to proper
inflation is the operators manual
or instruction book that covers
your tractor. Read the manual
and check air pressure regularly.
Under inflated tires suffer from
rim bruises, sidewall snagging
and carcass failure. Over-
inflation increases tread wear
(on tractors and ground-driven
Generally, our abundant
domestic water supply is taken
for granted. However, some
situations can reduce the
availability of safe drinking
water, such as earthquakes,
tornadoes, floods and winter
storms. Such interruptions may
last only a few hours or up to
several days. In these situations,
an emergency water supply can
be desirable. One option is to
purchase bottled drinking or
distilled water at the time of need
or for storage and future use.
Another option is to follow the
directions in this article to safely
prepare and store water from
your daily drinking and cooking
supply.
In an emergency, an ample
water supply is a priority. Needs
will differ, depending upon age,
physical condition, activity, diet
and climate, but most people
need to drink at least two quarts,
which is equal to eight cups, of
water each day. Hot weather
conditions can double the
amount needed, and children,
nursing women and ill people
need more. In addition to
drinking water, supplies for food
preparation and hygiene are
needed. In general, store at least
one gallon of water per person,
The effect of farm,
ranch or homesite prac-
tices on groundwater
depends, in part, on the
physical characteristics of
your site: soil type,
subsurface characteristics
and depth to groundwater.
Thats why evaluating the
soils and geologic charac-
teristics of your site is
such an important step in
protecting the groundwa-
ter you drink.
Soil characteristics are
very important in deter-
mining whether a contami-
nant breaks down to
harmless compounds or
leaches into groundwater.
Because most breakdown
occurs in the soil, there is
a greater potential for
groundwater contamina-
tion in areas where
contaminants are able to
move quickly through the
soil.
Sandy soils have large
poor spaces between
individual particles and the
particles provide relatively
little surface area for
sorption or physical
attachment of most
contaminants. Large
amounts of rainfall can
move through these soils
and dissolved contami-
nants can move rapidly
down through the soil and
into groundwater.
Clay soils, on the
other hand, are made up of
extremely small particles
that slow the movement of
water and dissolve
contaminants through the
soil. Contaminants also
stick tightly to clay
surfaces. While held
securely to soil particles,
contaminants are broken
down by bacteria and
other soil organisms and
by chemical reactions with
minerals and natural
chemicals in the soil.
Finally, soil organic
matter is important in
holding contaminants.
Soils high in organic
matter provide an excellent
environment for chemical
and biological breakdown
of most contaminants 
before they reach the
groundwater. Organic
matter also provides an
important site for contami-
nants to absorb or stick to
soil particles. (DJ)
per day of expected need.
Never ration drinking water,
even when supplies run low.
Drink the amount you need
today and try to find more for
tomorrow. You can, however,
minimize the amount of water
your body needs by reducing
activity and staying cool.
You can store water in food-
grade plastic or glass containers
with tight-fitting screw-on caps.
Food-grade containers include 2-
liter soda bottles and other
water, juice or punch containers.
New plastic containers can be
purchased in most housewares
and sporting goods departments,
as well as at some water vending
locations. New containers
should be labeled for storage of
food or beverages, as those not
labeled for food or beverage
storage could release harmful
chemicals into the water. Some
plastic containers may affect the
taste of stored water.
Wash the containers and lids
thoroughly with hot tap water
and dish detergent. Rinse
thoroughly with hot tap water.
To treat water for storage,
use liquid household chlorine
bleach that contains 5.25 percent
sodium hypochlorite. Do not use
bleach with soaps or scents
added. Add the bleach according
to the following table, using a
clean, uncontaminated medicine
dropper.
Preparing an Emergency Water Supply
store containers in a cool, dry
place away from direct sunlight.
Because most plastic beverage
containers degrade over time,
store them away from heat and
light to prevent leakage. Store
water in plastic containers away
from gasoline, kerosene, pesti-
cides or similar substances
because vapors from these
products can penetrate plastic.
Remember, water weighs over
eight pounds per gallon, so make
sure the shelf or storage area is
strong enough to support the
weight. For best quality, replace
stored water every six months.
For commercially bottled,
distilled or drinking water, check
the label for an expiration date.
If none is given, commercially
bottled water should have an
indefinite shelf-life. To improve
the taste of water stored for a
long time, pour it back and forth
between two clean containers
several times to aerate it.
Once opened, use good
sanitary measures to keep the
water safe and to control
exposure to bacteria. To reduce
the chance of water contamina-
tion, open only the containers
you will use immediately. Use
water in opened containers
within one or two days. (DJ)
implements) and because of
reduced traction, weakens the
carcass and hastens weather
checking. An air pressure gauge
and a good tire pump are
essential in maintaining proper
inflation. Proper inflation is
especially important where fluid
weight is used since the air
space is greatly reduced. A
special air-water gauge should
be used for testing tires carrying
fluid weight.
Grease and oil are natural
enemies of rubber. Protect tires
from oil and grease as much as
possible. Should tires become
spattered with oil or grease,
wipe them off with a rag
dampened with gasoline   but
do this job outside the implement
shed to reduce fire hazard.
Never allow tires to stand in
barnyard acids. If spray chemi-
cal gets on the tires, wash it off.
Inspect tires periodically for
carcass breaks and cuts then
have them repaired immediately.
No cut is too small to require
attention, for if it is not repaired,
further damage will result.
Avoid high transporting
speeds. Implement tires, unless
otherwise specified, are not
designed for speeds exceeding
15 miles an hour. Take added
precautions as tires age.
Dont overload. Reduce
speed and load on rough ground,
if possible.
Protect the tires of idle
implements and tractors from
sunlight.
When a rubber-tired imple-
ment or tractor is to be idle for a
considerable time, block up the
axles to take the weight off the
tires, but leave the tires inflated.
(DJ)
Maintaining Rubber Tires on Farm Equipment
When treating larger quanti-
ties of water, use the following
table to convert drops to stan-
dard measuring units.
8 drops = 1/8 teaspoon
16 drops = 1/4 teaspoon
32 drops = 1/2 teaspoon
64 drops = 1 teaspoon
192 drops = 1 tablespoon
384 drops = 1/8 cup which
is equal to 2 tablespoons
Stir the water and allow it to
stand for 30 minutes. You should
be able to smell chlorine after the
30-minute waiting period. If you
cannot, add another dose and let
the water stand another 15
minutes. Cap containers and
label each, describing the
contents and preparation date.
For shelf-storage of water,
WATERWHEEL
Site
Evaluation
Two drops bleach per quart
or liter container of water.
Four drops bleach per 2-quart
or 2-liter container of water.
Eight drops bleach per gallon
or 4-liter container of water.
Fulfilling a lifelong dream to study the world of insects at her own pace and from her own home led Joan
Christen to begin pursuing her Masters  degree in Entomology at age 38. Now a graduate of the program,
Joan is a science instructor and chair of the Southeast Nebraska Consolidated School in Stella, Nebraska.
UNL offers masters, doctoral, endorsement and certificate programs at a distance.
Visit advance.unl.edu for more information or call the Division of Continuing Studies (402) 472-0400.
ATVenture
Workshop at
Halsey 4-H Camp
Get ready to learn about one
of the fastest recreational
activities in the country.
The Nebraska State 4-H
Camp near Halsey is offering an
ATV workshop on Friday, Oct.
17-Saturday, Oct. 18. Learn
how to operate and care for
your ATV.
The workshop is open to
ages 8 and up. Parents are urged
to attend with their children.
Participants have the option
of attending Saturday only. Cost
is $40 per person for both days
and $20 for Saturday only.
An ATV is not required for
the workshop, but participants
will need to bring their own for
trail rides in the forest. The
Nebraska National Forest, which
the 4-H camp is located in,
affords some of the finest riding
trails in the Midwest.
For more information, call
Brad at the state 4-H camp,
(308) 533-2224.
Note: This is the first
of a series of articles related
to rural water issues.
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Help Make Ornaments for 4-H Trees at Holiday of Trees
4-H is Alive at the County Fair!
The cookie tree is decorated with animal cookies that identify any and all
living exhibits at the Lancaster County Fair. Cutout cookies should be:
 Up to 5" in width and at least 1/4" thick.
 Made from your favorite gingerbread or sugar cookie dough. Bake
longer...the stronger or harder the cookie, the better for us.
 Decorated with or without frosting.
 Embellished to the max. Use feathers, beads, sequins, rope, whatever!
 Be creative! Use bright colors. The brighter, the more interesting, the better!
 Before you bake, make a hole at the top of the cookie for ribbon or hanger.
This can be done by placing a straw in the dough to make a hole.
Cookies will NOT be returned.
4-H Memories
This tree is filled with ornaments made in honor of or in memory
of current or past 4-Hers. Ornaments can be made from any
material. They should be:
 No wider than 5".
 Designed to include photo and name of person honored. Be sure writing is large
enough to read from 3 feet away.
 Decorated with items of interest to the honored person.
 Embellished to make the ornament unusual. Can use fabrics, buttons, furs, tassels,
knick-knacks, recyclables. Again, be creative!
Ornaments will be returned to the extension office. Must be claimed by
December 15, 2003.
4-H TREE #2
4-H TREE #1
Ornaments are due in the extension office no later than Nov. 21
Over the past 31 years, Heritage
League of Lincolns Holiday of Trees
has contributed nearly $600,000 to
various community projects. The
success of Holiday of Trees is due to
the support of individuals and
organizations who decorate trees
and to the public who attend the
event.
4-H is invited to decorate three
trees at this years Holiday of Trees
which will be on display Thursday
and Friday, Dec. 4 and 5 at the
Unitarian Church, 6300 A St. from
10 a.m. to 8 p.m. each day. Cost to
attend is $1 per person.
During this holiday season,
Lancaster County 4-H staff is
encouraging 4-H leaders and their
club members to respond to this
wonderful opportunity to serve our
community by helping others who
are less fortunate.
The 4-H staff requests each club
prepare and donate one or more
ornaments to two trees. (4-H Pet
Pals Club is decorating the third
tree.) Ornaments are due in the
extension office no later than
Nov. 21.
Please join us in this special
community service opportunity. What
a great way to promote 4-H and its
excellent projects. Thank you! (ALH)
(Below) Steve Landon, 19, of Greenwood, exhib-
ited the reserve champion Chianina breeding heifer.
In his eighth year of showing at Ak-Sar-Ben, Steve, son
of Bill & Cheryl, showed his Feb. 15, 2002 heifer,
Lucky. He was awarded a plaque donated by the
American Chianina Association for his win. Photo (L to
R): Deanna Karmazin (Lancaster County extension
associate) holding plaque and Steven Landon.
(Right) Martina Dye, 17, of Roca, won the champi-
onship in senior reining. Her winning score was 71.5.
Martina, daughter of Martin and Marilyn, rode Powder N
Sugar, a 7-year-old Quarter Horse mare, for the win.
Ak-Sar-Ben Youth Expo Winners
Twenty-four Lancaster 4-Hers participated in the 2003 Ak-Sar-Ben Youth Exposition which was
held Sept. 20-28 at the new Omaha Convention Center and Arena.
Here are the ribbon placings:
Breeding Beef  Jeana Bulling B, R; Whitney Davis P; William Davis B; Steve Landon P, B;
Dalton Ringland P
Feeder Calf  Daniel Bulling B; Jeana Bulling B; Paige Moser R
Sheep  Bradley Cheney P, B; Darin Cheney P, B, B; Ryan Cheney P, P; Hannah Scow B, B; Jack
Vaughn P, B; Katie Wilkinson B, B; Megan Wilkinson B, P
Swine  Kris Muhlbach P; Steven Muhlbach B, B, B
Horse  Cari Billesbach B (SR W PL), B (SR W HS), B (JR E PL); B (JR E EQ); Katy Cockerill
B (PN Y PL); Martina Dye B (SR E PL), B (AD W HS), P (SR REIN); Amanda Essink B (JR POLE), P
(JR BRRL); Jessica Fitl B (SR BRRL); Cherie Ronhovde B (JR POLE), B (JR BRRL); Cassie Sell B
(SR E PL), P (SR E EQ)
Leaders: dont forget to complete your 4-H Charter Club
application! All leaders received an application form in their
September reorganization packet. Initially, all clubs meeting
the requirements and sending in the application form will be
recognized at Achievement Night and receive a Charter
Certificate. Seals will be awarded in subsequent years.
Applications are due to the office by Friday, Oct. 31. Contact
the office if you have questions. (TK)
Last Chance! Award Nominations Due
Nominations are needed for the following awards. Application
forms are available at the extension office. Deadline is Oct. 31.
4-H Meritorious Service  presented to individuals or
organizations which have exhibited consistent and strong
support of the 4-H program. 4-H members are not eligible.
Outstanding 4-H Member  presented to an individual
who has excelled in their involvement with the 4-H program
and are 14 years of age or older. The basis for selection
appraises the variety and depth of 4-H activities.
I Dare You Youth Leadership Award  presented to
junior or senior high school 4-H members who have demon-
strated personal integrity, lead well-rounded lives and possess a
willingness to assume responsibility. They do not need to
currently hold leadership positions, but should be recognized by
their peers and adults who work with them as emerging
leaders. Two 4-H members will be selected from Lancaster
County. (TK)
Last Chance! 4-H Scholarships Due
The Lancaster County 4-H program offers a variety of
scholarships to active senior 4-H members in Lancaster
County. The following scholarships are available for the 2004
2005 school year. To obtain an application for any of these
scholarships, please contact the Lancaster County Extension
office, call Deanna Karmazin at 441-7180, or go to
lancaster.unl.edu/4h/Programs/award.htm. Deadline is Oct. 31.
4-H Council  awards six $500 scholarships to any
active Lancaster County 4-Her.
Amy Countryman Memorial  scholarship to a senior
at Waverly High School currently enrolled in 4-H. Amy Coun-
tryman was active in the 4-H horse program and this scholar-
ship is given in her memory.
Lincoln Center Kiwanis  awards two $1,000 scholar-
ships to a current high school senior who is active in 4-H.
Teen Council  two scholarships to a current 4-Her
who is active in Teen Council and helps with at least one major
fundraiser during their senior year.
Lane Scholarship  one $200 scholarship is awarded to
a current 4-Her who attends Raymond Central High School.
Charter Club Applications Due Oct. 31
(Below Right) Cassie Sell, 16, of Lincoln, won the
reserve championship in English Equitation. Cassie,
daughter of Gayle, rode Lethal Heritage (Buddy), an 8-
year-old Paint Horse gelding, for the win. She received a
plaque from the Knights of Ak-Sar-Ben.
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Lancaster
County 4-H and
4-H Council are
proud to announce
Marilyn Schepers as
winner of Octobers
Heart of 4-H
Award in recogni-
tion of outstanding
volunteer service.
Marilyn has
been a 4-H volunteer
for 23 years (21
years in Lancaster
County and 2 years
in Burt County). She
has been the Teen
Council Advisor for
18 years. She was the superintendent of the 4-H Bicycle Safety
Contest (formerly the Bicycle Rodeo) at the County Fair for 14
years. She organized the Lancaster County Shooting Sports
club. She has served on a variety of former VIP committees
including Speech Contest, Bicycle Rodeo, Shooting Sports and
Small Animals. She is the former leader of the Busy Buddies
4-H club (all of its members have graduated from the pro-
gram).
In 1988, she helped establish the Nebraska 4-H State
Volunteer Leader Forum and served as its co-chair. The
following year, she was Nebraskas representative in the Salute
Marilyn Schepers
Sarah Koschs Unit II Action Print (above) was one of
several photographs chosen from State Fair entries for the
honor of being displayed in the UNL Cooperative Extension
Deans Office on East Campus during the upcoming year.
The 2004 Nebraska State 4-H Volunteer Leader
Forum will be held on the following dates and places: April 2
& 3, Eastern 4-H Camp at Gretna & April 2325, State Camp
at Halsey. More details to follow. (TK)
4-H members are busy
people! The members of
Sunshine Clover Kitties believe
volunteering is an important part
of 4-H. We try to make some
time for it during our meetings,
as well as create club opportu-
nities to volunteer.
Our parents are a valuable
resource for volunteering ideas.
Our first year, a parent sug-
gested our club make Thanks-
giving dinner for an immigrant
family  a perfect match for
beginning cooking experiences.
We contacted a social services
agency which identified a family
and set up delivery of the meal.
Our families divided up the
various dishes to prepare
together.
Weve also used parent
work places as volunteer
locations where we often wear
4-H items to promote the
program and identify us as
members. One member spent
the summer volunteering at the
day care of her mothers work
place  a perfect
experience for The
Sitter project!
Libraries offer
many volunteer
opportunities. Our
club members have
been summer
reading volunteers at
city and school
libraries. One member shared
her entomology exhibit at a
special library program. Two
members gave a chess demon-
see HEART OF 4-H AWARD on page 11
stration at a library
chess group.
Members have
taken projects and
posters into their
schools to share and promote
4-H as well.
Many projects lend them-
selves to volunteer-
ing and opportunities
within 4-H. Wildlife
and horticulture
projects fit with the
UNL Landscaping &
Gardening Day. Our
entomologists helped
at the State Fairs
Discover 4-H,
Discover You event. Our group
often participates in the song
contest, which led to singing at
the Kiwanis picnic. We create a
booth for the Kiwanis Karnival
each year.
The Sunshine Clover Kitties
have adopted a park area where
we collect trash, which gives
our families a chance to pitch in
as well. Another ecology effort,
recycling, is a source of club
funds. We pull the tabs off cans
and save them for the Ronald
McDonald House, then sell the
cans. We also roll newspapers
Julie Walla-Thomson
Co-Leader of Sunshine
Clover Kitties
Community Service Can be Part
of 4-H Club Meetings
4-H Kick Off a Success
Swedish Weaving
Anyone?
4-Hers who are currently
enrolled or plan to enroll in
Home Building Blocks 3 and are
interested in learning Swedish
weaving you are now in luck!
Huck toweling, the type of
fabric necessary for Swedish
weaving, can be difficult to
locate, but thanks to 4-H leader,
Linda Hanigan, the toweling is
only a phone call away. She has
toweling to spare for only $3 a
yard. Please contact her at
488-6807. (TK)
New 4-H Projects are
Now Available!
Two new curriculum series,
Financial Champions and
Becoming Money Wise are
now available that focus on
money management and con-
cepts. These curriculum pieces
delve into such practices as
keeping track of where money is
spent, check writing, reconcilia-
tion of bank statements and
credit card interest rates just to
name a few. Another 4-H project
available is Exploring Your
Environment.  For example,
4-Hers learn how to create an
ecosystem and compost, how to
reduce solid waste and why
clean water is important. Come
to the office and get these
projects today!  (TK)
4-H Bulletin Board
n  Teen Council will meet Sunday, Nov. 9, 3-5 p.m. All
712 grade youth are invited to join!
n  Remember, all 4-H clubs have their own mailboxes at
the Lancaster County Cooperative Extension Office. Leaders,
parents or members will want to check them periodically.
The 4-H Kick Off held at the Lancaster Event Center on
Sept. 16 was a success with more than 220 people in atten-
dance. Lancaster County 4-H would like to thank the
Lancaster County Fair Board for their generous assistance
and providing the use of the facility (pictured are Ron
Dowding, Frank Mitchell and Ron Snover). Lancaster 4-H
Council also provided much assistance. Thanks to Rhoode
Packing Co. for donating Fairbury Brand hot dogs, Weavers
for donating potato chips, and First State Bank of Hickman
for donating napkins and plates.
(Above) Members of
the Sunshine Clover
Kitties staff a booth at
the Kiwanis Carnival
booth every year.
(Right) Members help
at this years Discover
4-H, Discover You
event at the State Fair.
to sell to the wholesale florist.
Every year, our club
participates in the Toys for Tots
program. We use our meeting
time to sew the toys. We have
made beanie bears, pioneer rag
dolls and felt books, which
helped with hand sewing skills.
Weve already started stuffed
toys for this year.
Well build candy houses in
late fall which might go to area
seniors. We hope to form a
theatre troupe to perform some
American Girl plays at area
nursing homes.
see SERVICE on page 11
2004 4-H Unicameral Day Set
4-H Foundations 2004 Unicameral Day is Tuesday, Feb.
17. 4-Hers from across the state will have the opportunity to
visit the state capitol for the day to learn more about the
legislative process, discuss current events and perhaps interact
with their state senator at a luncheon. Two youth age 12 to 19
will be chosen from each legislative district. Applications are
available at the extension office or online at 4h.unl.edu/pro-
grams/citizenship/civics/uyc. 4-H Council will provide scholar-
ships for the $20 registration fee.
Alice Henneman, RD, LMNT, Extension Educator
Many people are interested in how to roast pumpkin seeds this
time of year. Heres information from Florida Cooperative Extensive
Service.
Drying and
Roasting Pumpkin Seeds
Drying seeds and roasting seeds are two different processes.
To dry  carefully wash pumpkin seeds to remove the
clinging fibrous pumpkin tissue. Pumpkin seeds can be
dried in a dehydrator at 115 to 120° F for 1 to 2 hours, or in
an oven on warm for 3 to 4 hours. Stir them frequently to
avoid scorching.
To roast  take dried pumpkin seeds and toss with oil and/
or salt and roast in a preheated oven at 250° F for 10 to 15
minutes.
Source: Reynolds, Susan. Drying Seeds, Popcorn and Nuts, Fact Sheet FCS 8506, a
series of the Department of Family, Youth and Community Sciences, Florida
Cooperative Extension Service, Institute of Food and Agricultural Sciences,
University of Florida. Publication date: June 1998.
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FREE Healthy Cooking for 1 or 2 Class
Tuesday, Nov. 4  78:30 p.m.
Plaza Conference Center, BryanLGH Medical Center East,
1600 S. 48 Street, Lincoln
Learn how to put some fun into cooking for just you or for two.
Alice Henneman, Lancaster Extension registered dietitian and exten-
sion educator will help you learn how to prepare quick, delicious
and nutritious meals for one or two people in cooperation with
BryanLGH Medical Center. The emphasis will be on using just a
few common ingredients per recipe and as few dishes to wash as
possible! Participants will receive an extensive handout which
includes tips and recipes.
Register by calling BryanLGH at 481-8886.
We received several comments on the helpfulness of
the food storage chart in our September NEBLINE. To print
a copy from the Internet, to tape on your refrigerator or
keep in your cupboard, go to lancaster.unl.edu/food/
StoreItChart.pdf
Find out how to cook your Halloween pumpkin at
lancaster.unl.edu/food/pumpkin.htm
Learn the latest Cook It Quick Tip of the Month at
lancaster.unl.edu/food/ciqtips.htm
To keep up-to-date on new tips, resources and
recipe ideas to help you prepare healthy foods in a
hurry, sign up for our monthly Cook It Quick e-mail
messages at lancaster.unl.edu/food/ciqupdat.htm
Web Resources of the Month
October 2003
Many of us need a small
snack between meals to make it
through the day. Snacking
between meals can be beneficial.
Healthy snack selections can
help reduce overeating at meal
times, keep your metabolism and
energy level up and provide
missing nutrients to your diet.
Unfortunately, many of us
unknowingly fall prey to current
myths regarding snack foods.
1. Low-fat/Reduced fat
foods are always the better
choice.
Sometimes low-fat food
choices really do not differ from
their full fat counterparts. A
serving of low-fat chocolate
chip cookies only has 20 fewer
calories than regular chocolate
The following information is from a
publication Proper Care and Handling of
Venison from Field to Table by Catherine N.
Cutter, PhD, Penn State College of
Agricultural Sciences Agricultural Research
and Cooperative Extension.
To reduce the risk of food-
borne illness, hunters need to
handle, process and prepare deer
properly, being careful to
prevent contamination from the
field to the table.
Bring These Items
When You Hunt
 A sharp knife
 A small hatchet
 A whetstone or steel for
sharpening
 Several feet of rope or nylon
cord
 Six-inch rubber bands
 Clean cloths or paper towels
 Sealable storage bags
 A large cooler full of ice or
snow
 Ground pepper and cheesecloth
 Disposable plastic gloves for
dressing
 Clean drinking water
Field Dressing
 To reduce the risk of exposure
to disease, wear disposable
plastic gloves while handling
deer.
for Limited Resource Families
Hilary Catron
Extension Assistant
chip cookies. The difference in
fat is only about 3 grams.
2. Beware of yogurt and
candy covered treats.
Now, just plain yogurt with
some added fresh fruit is an
excellent snack. However,
yogurt covered raisins and
pretzels are just plain raisins and
pretzels with added calories and
fat. They do not contain the
calcium, protein and other
nutrients associated with yogurt.
The yogurt coating is actually
classified as a confectioners
coating by the U.S. Department
of Agriculture.
3. Energy bars/weight-loss
bars are better choices than
candy bars.
While some energy bars
contain a lot of nutrients, they
also contain a lot of sugar. Most
energy bars contain the same
amount of calories as candy
bars. Their packaging makes
them look smaller and less
fattening when, ounce for
ounce, they provide the same
amount of sugar and sometimes
fat as candy bars.
Smart Snacking is a Snap
What Makes a Good
Snack?
Healthy snacking is easy if
you follow some basic guidelines:
 Are you really hungry?
 Make sure your snacks are
satisfying hunger-not bore-
dom, stress, thirst or fatigue.
 Let the Food Guide pyramid be
your guide.
 Use snacks to fill in what food
servings you are missing for
the day. A piece of fruit, yogurt
and graham crackers or
vegetables and dip are filling
and nutritious snack choices.
Avoid thinking of chips,
cookies, and sweets as snacks.
 Try milk, juice or water as
snack drinks.
 Soft drinks and fruit drinks do
not offer nutrients and often
take the place of healthier drink
choices.
Healthy snacking is an easy
way to ensure you get all the
nutrients needed for the day and
to help combat overeating and
mid-day fatigue. With just a little
thought, you can make healthy
additions to your diet. Happy
snacking!!
 Use clean water, premoistened
wipes or alcohol swabs to
clean the knife frequently or
between cuts to avoid dragging
bacteria into the meat.
 Place the deer on its back,
elevate its front legs and
spread its hind legs. Support
carcass in this position with
rocks or sticks.
 Cut around the anus to loosen
the bung so it will come out
when the entrails are removed.
Tying off the bung with rope,
cord or rubber bands will
prevent feces from contacting
the carcass during removal.
 Using a clean knife, cut along
the midline from the breast-
bone to the anus (to keep from
dragging feces). Make the cut
by lifting the skin and muscle
together.
 Avoid cutting the paunch and
intestines, since bacteria
associated with food-borne
illness may be found in these
organs.
 If the organs smell offensive or
exhibit greenish discharge,
black blood or blood clots in
the muscle, do not consume
meat from this carcass.
Discard the carcass properly.
 Cut the diaphragm free from
the rib cage.
 Cut the windpipe and gullet at
the base of the throat.
 Pull out the lungs, heart, and
entrails. Place variety meats in
a plastic storage bag and store
on ice or refrigerate as soon as
possible.
Hints for Field
Dressing
 Dress the carcass as soon as
possible.
 Remove all visible dirt, feces,
hair and bloodshot areas.
 Wipe out the cavity with
individual paper towels. Prop
the cavity open with a clean
stick to aid in air circulation.
 If you wash the cavity with
water, dry the area quickly to
prevent spoilage.
 To prevent bacterial growth,
quickly cool the carcass to 35
40° F.
 After cleaning the cavity, you
can add ice or snow sealed in
plastic storage bags and pack
them in the cavity. Secure the
bags in place by tying the
cavity shut with rope or cord.
 Keep the carcass out of direct
sunlight and allow for adequate
air circulation.
 If the carcass is skinned in
warm weather and flies are a
problem, keep surfaces clean,
sprinkle ground pepper on
them, and cover them with
cheesecloth.
Transporting and
Processing Game
 Keep the carcass cool during
transport. Keep it out of
sunlight. Do not tie the deer
across the hood or roof of a
car. Do not put a deer in the
trunk while its still warm.
Allow for adequate air circula-
tion.
 Transport the carcass to the
processing facility as soon as
possible. Processing should be
done only by businesses with
fully refrigerated facilities.
 If you are processing your
own game, hold the carcass at
40° F or less. Freezing the
carcass before processing may
toughen the meat.
 If aging the carcass, do so at
40° F or less for two to three
days.
 If you are using the meat for
sausage, aging is not neces-
sary.
 During processing, frequently
clean your knife between cuts
to avoid contaminating the
meat.
 Wash your knife, hands and
cutting boards often with
warm, soapy water.
Kitchen Processing
 Store any unfrozen meat in the
refrigerator, and use it within
two to three days.
 Keep raw meat separated to
prevent cross-contamination in
the refrigerator.
 Marinate all meats in the
refrigerator.
 Thaw all frozen meats in the
refrigerator or microwave and
use immediately.
 Heat all game meats, including
jerky, to 160° F to reduce the
risk of food-borne illness. Use
a calibrated meat thermometer
to ensure proper cooking.
 Do not can meat unless you
have a calibrated or recently
tested pressure canner. Proper
pressure and time are critical
to ensure safe canned meat.
Freezing Tips
 Cut and package the meat into
meal-size portions.
 Use heavily waxed paper,
freezer wrap, heavy-duty
aluminum foil or plastic freezer
storage bags for meat storage.
Venison: From Field to Table
see VENISON on page 11
Lines from Lynn
Lynn Bush
FCE Council Chair
Can it really be
October already? Im
glad the heat and
humidity are gone, but
did they have to take so
much of the year with
them!
Thank you to all the clubs
that re-organized for 2004.
Without you, our local FCE
would not exist. Presidents,
please let your club members
know about Council meetings
and other FCE activities.
Everyone is welcome to
attend all FCE events.
Achievement night
is Monday, Oct. 20.
Please call Pam at 441-
7180 if you plan to attend.
We will start the evening at 6:30
p.m. with dessert and coffee.
Rose Marie Tondl will present a
program on vests. Members will
by Lorene Bartos, Extension Educator
Caring
Caring is to show love, regard and/or concern for the
well-being of others.  A caring person is:
 compassionate and
empathetic.
 kind, loving and
considerate.
 thankful and
expresses
gratitude.
 forgiving of
others.
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When times are difficult
whether because of money,
health, time shortage, drought,
conflict or any other problem, it
is easy to take frustrations out
on those you love the most. All
too often, an individuals spouse
and immediate family take the
brunt of anger, depression,
sadness, disappointment,
tiredness, fear or erratic mood
swings. Before things get out of
control with the way you treat
your partner or family, you will
want to do a self-check. This
means it is important to know
why you are feeling the way
youre feeling. What is the cause
of your stress? How is this
stressor affecting your partner
relationship? Are you having
When Times are Tough: How Can
I Support My Partner?
FAMILY COMMUNITY EDUCATION (FCE) NEWS
CHARACTER COUNTS! CORNER
Keep your home free of dangerous pollutants like carbon
monoxide by regular inspection of all combustion equipment,
like furnaces, boilers and water heaters. Protect your family by
installing a carbon monoxide detector.
Achievement Night
This years FCE Achievement Night will be Monday Oct. 20, at 6:30 p.m. The evening will
be hosted by the Busy Bees and Helpful Homemakers. Following dessert Rose Marie Tondl will
present a program on vests. Everyone is asked to bring canned food or a donation for the Food
Bank for FCEs annual collection.
Please call Pam if your club has reached 5, 10, 15, etc., years as an organized club. Clubs
and members will be recognized for years of membership. FCE clubs are also to bring a display
or report on the past years community service project. This is a celebration for all our members
and to share 2003 club activities.
Call 441-7180 to register.  Everyone is welcome. (LB)
be recognized for their years in
FCE. Everyone who attends is
asked to bring canned food or a
donation for the Food Bank for
FCEs annual collection. Helpful
Homemakers and Busy Bees
Clubs are responsible for the
evening.
Enjoy the cooler weather
and dont forget to call your
reservations in for Achievement
Night.
When mom and dad help out
in the classroom, children feel
like a VIP (very important
person). But if volunteering one
day a week (as many schools
would like parents to do) is out
of the question for you and your
spouse, here are some inventive
ways to get involved even when
youre crunched for time.
 Find out which days your
office is closed but school is in
session. Arrange with your
childs teacher to volunteer on
your free days.
 When you have more than one
child at the same school,
maximize your volunteer time
by working on a school-wide
project, such as the book fair
or picture-taking day.
 Offer to bake snacks, type up
work sheets or prepare school
materials. Teachers are always
looking for help with these
activities, most of which can
be done at home.
conflict over a problem? Are you
feeling out of control? Do you
have misplaced anger? Hope-
fully, you have a relationship
where you can talk about
tough or touchy issues with
your partner. Together the two
of you should be able to resolve
some of the major issues or at
least agree to disagree when you
cannot find a solution or com-
promise. In some cases, profes-
sional counseling may help
couples recognize their major
issues and learn problem-solving
skills to enhance the partner
relationship.
Realize your significant
partner relationship must be
nurtured. This is a person you
dont want to take for granted.
This relationship must be cared
for as you care for anything else
important to you. It takes time,
love, commitment, forgiveness,
respect, sexual connection,
effective communication and
lots more. Throughout your
daily lives together, you can
decide how to treat each other
and whether that will be with
love and mutual respect. When
you invest time and energy into
your partner relationship you are
helping yourself, your partner,
your family and everyone else
around you. Healthy couples
help make healthy families and
communities.
Source: Kathy Bosch, Extension Specialist,
Family Life Education (LB)
Even super heroes and
princesses need to follow safety
rules when trick-or-treating.
For a safe Halloween,
parents and children should
use these basic safety sugges-
tions:
 Children should trick-or-treat in
small groups accompanied by
an adult.
 Visit well-lit houses and stay on
porches instead of entering the
home.
 Make sure children know their
phone numbers and carry the
correct amount of change for
emergency phone calls.
 Stay in a group and cross
streets at pedestrian cross-
walks or corners. With the
excitement of getting candy,
children may forget what they
know about street safety and
dart between parked cars or
cross roads without looking.
 Use flashlights or reflective
tape as part of the costume.
When picking out a
costume, think about costume
safety:
 Use face paint instead of
masks, which can block
childrens vision.
 To prevent tripping and falling,
dont wear long, baggy or
loose costumes.
 Avoid rigid or sharp costume
props.
 Wear sturdy shoes that fit well.
Before sinking your teeth
into delicious candies, think
about candy safety:
 Inspect candy before letting
children eat it.
 Dont let young children eat
choking hazards such as
peanuts, hard candy and gum.
 Avoid eating unwrapped or
hand-made goodies. (LB)
Dont Overlook Safety
on Halloween
 If the class is planning a field
trip near your office or home,
arrange to meet up with them
for part of the trip by changing
or extending your lunch hour.
 Volunteer to be a guest speaker
and talk about your job or a
special interest. If a visit to
your spouses or your place of
business would make a good
learning experience, plan a
class trip there.
 If you cannot squeeze any free
time out of your morning or
afternoon, volunteer for an
evening or weekend project,
such as staffing a booth at a
school fair or editing the PTA
newsletter.
 If you think your boss will
cooperate, ask whether you
can work extended hours one
day in exchange for a morning
off. That way, you can spend
half the day helping out in the
classroom. (LB)
Time-Pressed Parents and Schools
The Bully, the
Bullied and the Bystander
Its a dangerous combination: bullies who get what they
want from their target, bullied kids who are afraid to tell,
bystanders who either watch, participate, or look away and
adults who see the incidents as simply teasing and a
normal part of childhood. Discussing her new book, The
Bully, the Bullied and the Bystander, Barbara Coloroso
will give parents, caregivers and educators the tools to
break this cycle of violence.
Barbara Coloroso is an internationally recognized
speaker and author in the areas of parenting, teaching,
school discipline, non-violent conflict
resolution and reconciliatory justice.
You can visit her Web site at
www.kidsareworthit.com.
Please plan to attend this
FREE seminar. There is no pre-
registration ... just come for a dynamic presentation.
Sunday, Oct. 26
6:308:30 p.m.
North Star High School Auditorium
5801 North 33 St.
Free Parent
Seminar
This event is sponsored by the Nebraska Partnerships in Character Education Grant, Elliot
Elementary Arts in Education Grant, Lincoln Public Schools and the University of Nebraska
Cooperative Extension in Lancaster County.
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Note: This article is part of
a series spotlighting the various
Neighbors Working Together
(NWT) neighborhoods. NWT
creates a supportive network
facilitating leadership and
collaboration across 13 neigh-
borhoods adjacent to both
campuses of the University of
Nebraska.
Like many Lincoln neighbor-
hoods, University Place was
founded in 1887 around an
institution of higher learning 
in this case, Nebraska Wesleyan
University. A separate village for
many years, University Place
was annexed to the City of
Lincoln in 1926.
Today, University Place is a
busy neighborhood, with UNLs
East Campus on the southwest
and Wesleyan in the center.
Census 2000 data shows a
population of roughly 12,000,
and a neighborhood that has
evolved from mostly owner-
occupied homes to a mix of
rental and owner-occupied
homes. The neighborhood has
also become more racially and
ethnically diverse.
The University Place
neighborhood has a long tradi-
tion of citizen and neighborhood
action. The University Place
Community Organization
(UPCO) has celebrated its 30th
anniversary, and represents one
of the largest organized neigh-
borhoods in the city, an area
from 33rd to 63rd Streets and
from Holdrege to Fremont
Streets.
Proud of their historic roots,
University Place residents
nonetheless are working together
to map out the neighborhoods
future. A neighborhood process
is underway that invites resi-
dents, businesses, and institu-
tions to envision the future of
University Place. This unique
effort to integrate both a traffic
and neighborhood revitalization
study involves a partnership
among the citys Urban Develop-
ment and Public Works Depart-
ments, the University Place
Business Association, Nebraska
Wesleyan University and UPCO.
A cataloging of the Univer-
sity Places strengths shows a
dynamic neighborhood that
provides many services for
todays residents and a solid
foundation for the future.
Businesses
A bustling business district
along North 48th Street offers
most goods and services with
easy access via three off-street
parking lots. A new bank,
drugstore, restaurant, several
new retail shops and an ex-
panded University Place Art
Center have enhanced the
business district. The mall at
48th & Leighton offers a full-
service grocery store and several
shops. Additional businesses are
found on Adams Street and the
North 33rd Street area. An active
University Place Business
Association promotes commer-
cial and improvement activities.
Community Services
The Northeast Family
Center in the Whitehall Mansion
offers parenting support and
education, toddler playgroups,
teen nights, family counseling,
family fun nights and a grand-
parent support program.  The
Community Learning Center at
Huntington Elementary provides
school-based supervised centers
for studies, clubs, and programs
and support services for chil-
dren, families, and neighbor-
hoods. A Senior Diner site is
located at the First United
Methodist Church, 50th & St.
Paul, and the city recycling
center at 47th and St. Paul is one
of the busiest in town.
Recreation
The neighborhood currently
boasts two parks: University
Place Park offers a new Aquatic
Center, softball field, horseshoe
pits, playground, tennis court
and picnic facilities. UPCO Park
hosts tennis and volleyball
courts, a soccer field, play-
ground and picnic facilities.  A
Spotlight on a Neighborhood:
University Place
Dan Wheeler
UNL Agricultural
Leadership Specialist
new Northeast Park is being
developed on the western edge
of the neighborhood at 33rd and
Huntington. Nebraska Wesleyan
Universitys Health and Fitness
Center is open to the public
during certain hours. The John
Dietrich Bike Trail crosses the
neighborhood, and the Easterday
Recreation Center offers a
variety of recreational classes
and fitness opportunities.
Historic Interest
The neighborhood includes
the Creighton Historic District of
100-year old homes, as well as
several buildings listed on the
National Registry of Historic
Places: Whitehall Mansion, 5903
Walker Avenue; Carnegie Library
building at 48th and Cleveland;
historic City Hall at 48th and
Baldwin (home of the University
Place Art Center); and Old Main
Building on the Wesleyan
Campus.
Neighborhood
Association
The University Place
Community Organization,
organized in 1972, holds a mid-
winter annual meeting and has
an active board which meets
monthly to address neighbor-
hood concerns and organize
projects. Activities have included
a spring neighborhood clean-up,
tree planting, Yard of the Month
recognition, village market,
purchase of play-ground
equipment, housing rehabilita-
tion, leadership training, com-
munity planning, city-wide
advocacy and neighborhood
celebrations such as the popular
Easter Egg Hunt. For more
information call UPCO President
Larry Zink at 464-6937.
University Place neighborhood includes the historic City Hall which is
home of  the University Place Art Center.
The Lancaster County Rural
Transit is excited to announce a
change in how service is being
provided! Since July 28,
Lancaster County has been
divided into two service areas. A
North and South route. The
dividing line is Highway 34 east
of Lincoln and Highway 6 west
of Lincoln.
The North route will be
served on Mondays and
Wednesdays.
Transportation Available for Residents of Rural Lancaster County
The South route will be
served on Tuesdays and Thurs-
days.
This change will give
current riders the opportunity to
ride twice a week and give new
riders more options from which
to choose.
This service consists of
early morning pick-ups in rural
Lancaster County going into
Lincoln and mid-afternoon
returns to your home.
The cost for this service is
$1.50 per one-way trip. Reser-
vations are made one day in
advance. This is public transpor-
tation and anyone living in rural
Lancaster County can ride.
For more information about
the Rural Transit service, call
441-7031. Provided in part by
the Lincoln Area Agency on
Aging/Aging Services. (GB)
EXTENSION HIGHLIGHTS
Lorene Bartos, Extension
Educator, received a Merito-
rious Service Award at the
Galaxy II Conference held in
Salt Lake City. Galaxy II is the
combined National meetings
of National Association of
Extension 4-H Agents (NAE4-
HA ), National Extension
Association of Family and
Consumer Sciences
(NEAFCS) and Epsilon Sigma
Phi. The award was given in
recognition of an outstanding career of leadership and profes-
sional service to the 4-H program and NAE4-HA.
On Oct.
4, Lorene
was an NU
Huskers
guest coach
for the
Nebraska vs.
Troy State
game (30-0).
A full-days
itinerary
included pre-
game break-
fast with the
team, brunch
with recruits,
recognition on HuskerVision, and meeting Coach Frank Solich
and Athletic Director Steve Pederson on the sidelines.
Lorene has been with the Lancaster County 4-H and
Extension program for over 30 years beginning in 1973. Her
home town is St. Edward, Nebraska where she was a 10 year
4-H member.  Lorene received her B.S. degree in Home
Economics and Extension in 1970 and her M.S. degree in
Human Development and the Family in 1984.
Tracy Kulm, Extension
Associate, received an
Achievement in Service
Award at the Galaxy II
Conference in Salt Lake
City. This award is a
recognition to National
Association of Extension
4-H Agents (NAE4-HA)
members who have served
more than three but less
than seven years in Exten-
sion youth programs.
Tracy has been with the
Lancaster 4-H program for
six years. She works with
4-H clubs, leader training
and the Family and Con-
sumer Science area.
Bartos Receives Award,
Is Huskers Guest Coach
Kulm Receives Award
Tracy Kulm presents 4-H Fiber
Fun at earth wellness festival.
Lorene Bartos (right) at the
Galaxy II Conference.
Lorene Bartos (far left) with Steve Pederson
(center) at the Oct. 4 Huskers vs. Troy State game.
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683, 684, 685, 68003, 68017, and 68065)
o Change of Address
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OCTOBER
13 4-H Horse VIPS Committee Meeting, Lancaster Event Center  . . . . . . . . 7 p.m.
14 4-H Citizen Washington Focus (CWF) Meeting  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 p.m.
18 4-H Chess Tournament  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8:30 a.m.4:30 p.m.
20 Family Community Education (FCE) Achievement Night  . . . . . . . . . . .6:30 p.m.
NOVEMBER
4 4-H Council Meeting  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 p.m.
4 Healthy Cooking for 1 or 2, BryanLGH Medical Center East, 1600 S. 48 St.,
Plaza Conference Center  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 78 p.m.
8 4-H Rabbit Clinic/Open House, Lancaster Event Center, Exhibit Bldg  . . . . . . . .
9:30 a.m.12 noon
9 Dine Out for 4-H Citizen Washington Focus (CWF),
Don & Millies, 5200 S. 56th Street  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 a.m.4 p.m.
9 4-H Teen Council Meeting  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 p.m.
10 4-H Horse VIPS Committee Meeting, Lancaster Event Center  . . . . . . . . . . 7 p.m
13 4-H Rabbit VIPS Committee Meeting, Lancaster Event Center  . . . . . . . . 7 p.m.
13 UNL Career Night Satellite Broadcast  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 78:15 p.m.
All programs and events will be held at the Lancaster Extension Education Center unless otherwise noted.
EXTENSION CALENDAR
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 Wrap meat tightly, and remove
all air from the bag before
sealing.
 Label packages with contents
and dates.
 Space packages in freezer to
allow proper air circulation for
cooling and freezing.
 Once packages are solidly
frozen (within 24 hours), you
can restack them within the
freezer.
 Properly wrapped game meat
will store in the freezer for 9 to
12 months.
 To avoid quality deterioration,
do not refreeze thawed prod-
ucts. (AH)
VENISON
continued from page 8
The Lancaster County Board of Commissioners seek
members of the community to serve on the Lancaster County
Extension Board. Several current extension board members
will be completing their appointed terms this December.
These vacancies will be filled with three-year terms beginning
January 2004.
Extension Board members assist and represent University
of Nebraska Cooperative Extension staff in Lancaster County
with priority issues that include Agricultural Profitability and
Sustainability; 4-H, Youth and Families; Food Safety; Health
and Wellness; Strengthening Nebraska Communities; Water
Quality and Environment. The board meets monthly.
Registered Lancaster County voters interested in serving
a three-year term should submit an application postmarked no
later than Nov. 1, 2003. Additional information and an applica-
tion can be obtained from the Lancaster County Extension
office. (GB)
to Excellence Program and
received a grant which she
applied to the forum. She
coordinated the forum for six
years.
Emily Schroeder and Connie
Lemke, members of 4-H Teen
Council, nominated Marilyn
saying, She has continually
given her time to the Lancaster
County 4-H Teen Council even
though her children have all
graduated from school. She is a
generous, hard worker who
shares her kindness and warmth
with everyone.
I believe in the value of 4-H
for our youth, Marilyn says.
Her favorite experience as a 4-H
volunteer has been working with
Teen Council. I enjoy observing
the teens grow through the
process of developing leadership
skills. I need only to give a few
guidelines and set a few bound-
aries so as not to stifle the
creativity and enthusiasm of the
individuals. I am very proud of
the community service projects
they perform.
Marilyn and her husband
James Schepers live in Lincoln.
Their four sons are all 10-year
4-H alumni.
Something most people
might not know about Marilyn is
she likes to scuba dive and has a
collection of ocean, sea and river
waters from places she has
traveled.
Congratulations to Marilyn.
Volunteers like her are indeed the
heart of 4-H!
To nominate your favorite 4-H volunteer for
the Heart of 4-H Award, visit online at
lancaster.unl.edu/4h/club or visit the
extension office for a registration form.
HEART 4-H AWARD
continued from page 7
Public Notice
From canoeing to
performing arts to rappelling,
climbing, dancing and
campfires, 4-H has an
incredible summer-time
experience waiting for all
youth at one of our three,
modern, beautiful locations
across Nebraska. The
Eastern Nebraska 4-H
Center, Gretna, Nebraska
State 4-H Camp, Halsey, and the South Central 4-H Center,
Alma are open to everyone ages 519.
Give the gift of camp to your children this holiday
season. A 4-H Camp gift package includes a camp gift
certificate, camp program and a stuffed animal, or water
bottle.
For detailed camp descriptions, gift package purchase
forms and more information, find us on the Nebraska 4-H
Web Site at 4h.unl.edu. You can also call the State 4-H
Office at 472-2805.
If you would like to write a
spotlight about your 4-H club or
favorite 4-H project for THE NEBLINE,
please call Vicki at 441-7180.
4-H clubs are filled with
talented and creative members.
Many 4-Hers volunteer with the
Folsom Childrens Zoo &
Botanical Gardens Zoo Crew.
The Lincoln Childrens Museum
needs youth volunteers ages 12-
18 during the summer. 4-H
artists could share their artwork
with nursing home residents by
creating a temporary display.
There are so many possibilities!
SERVICE
continued from page 7
Give the Gift of Camp
This Holiday Season
2003 UNL Career
Night Set for Nov. 13
High school juniors and
seniors  learn more about
career opportunities and how
UNL can get you to your goal.
Join us on Thursday, Nov. 13,
78:15 p.m. for a live broadcast
via satellite from the University
of Nebraska-Lincoln. A distin-
guished panel of faculty and
administrators will share insights
into career opportunities and
academic programs at UNL.
Individuals interested in attend-
ing this event should contact
UNL Cooperative Extension in
Lancaster County at 441-7180
for more information and to
RSVP.
Web site: lancaster.unl.edu October 2003
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As of Sept. 30, Lancaster County is in moderate drought conditions.
Latest U.S. Drought Monitor Map
Source: National Drought Mitigation Center, University of Nebraska
Rabbit Clinic
Open House
Saturday, Nov. 8
9:30 a.m.  12 noon
at the
LANCASTER EVENT CENTER
84th & Havelock
(Exhibit Building)
SESSIONS INCLUDE:
 How do I get into 4-H?
 Care of the Rabbit
 Visit with Rabbit
Breeders
 Showmanship
 Static Exhibits
FREE
Sponsored by the Lancaster County 4-H
Rabbit VIPS Committee
Free exhibit space courtesy of the Lancaster Event Center
For more information,
call 441-7180
or visit lancaster.unl.edu/4h
For the most recent map, visit
www.drought.unl.edu/dm
Open toall youth8 to 19
Starting this month, in every issue of THE NEBLINE we
will publish a close-up photo.
Did you guess it? Find out at
lancaster.unl.edu
The answer will also be printed in the next NEBLINE.
NEW FEATURE!
Can You Guess It?
Holiday
Gifts
Needed
There is always a need
for helping the less fortu-
nate, especially around the
holiday season. Lincoln
Public School Headstart
Program is in need of over
300 gifts for children birth to
5-years old. New, hand-
made or purchased items
such as books, stuffed
toys, dolls, cars, trucks,
markets, puzzles, etc., are
needed. Literacy is being
emphasized this year, so
books and items that
encourage reading are
suggested.
If gifts are wrapped,
please indicate what the
item is, the cost ($5
recommended) and if the
gift is for a boy or girl. Bring
gifts to the extension office
by Dec. 1.
For more information,
contact Lorene at
441-7180. This is an
excellent community
service program for 4-H,
FCE and other community
clubs. Individuals are
welcome to participate. (LB)
The Lancaster County Checkmates 4-H chess club invites
all Nebraska 4-Hers to a chess tournament! The Checkmates
Tournament is also open to 4-H friends age 18 and under. It is
nonrated, so no United States Chess Federation membership
is required. This is a four-round, Swiss system chess tourna-
ment. Players who notate their games will be eligible for
special drawings.
4-H Citizen Washington Focus members will have a
lunch/snack stand at the event.
Note: Supervision of youth will not be provided.
Registration Information
Due to limited space, preregistration is encouraged.
Preregistration deadline is Oct. 15. Entry fees: 4-H members:
$3/Non-4-H members: $5. Payment should be made at time of
check in.  On-site registration will depend upon availability of
space. On-site entry fees for those not preregistered: 4-H
members: $4/Non-4-H members: $6.
For more information, contact James Walla, Checkmates
leader, at 476-2094 or e-mail jgwbohemian@yahoo.com.
Registration form and rules are available at the
extension office or online lancaster.unl.edu/4-H.
4-H Chess
Tournament
Saturday, Oct. 18
8:309:30 a.m. On-site registration*
9:009:30 a.m. Check in
9:45 a.m. Opening announcements
10:00 a.m. 1st round
11:30 a.m. 2nd round
12:30 p.m. Lunch
1:30 p.m. 3rd round
3:00 p.m. 4th round
4:15 p.m. Awards
*A $1 late registration fee will be added on Oct. 18
Open 
to
all you
th 18
& unde
r
Lancaster Extension Education Center
444 Cherrycreek Road, Lincoln
